Floor Expansion Joints offer durability under point-loads.
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caters to a variety of design conditions in both new and retrofit construction. Wheel-and-axle-load ratings ensure suitability for use by virtually all vehicle types, from casino coin carts and mobile medical equipment to the heaviest forklifts, maintenance, and materials-handling equipment.

Supplied in pre-assembled lengths, the surface-mounted or flush-recessed bolt-down MIGUTRANS systems incorporate dirt-and dust-sealed, tilting and sliding interlocking components which accommodate horizontal opening and closing as well as differential lateral and vertical movements.

Flooring point-loads are the number one destroyer of interior floor expansion joints and surrounding materials in any facility. Unlike "rubber-and-rail" systems, which have a short life span, MIGUTRANS offer a durable long-term solution. Another common joint bridging method, cover-plates and lightly constructed "centering-bar-and-plate" systems, create slip, trip and noise hazards. By contrast, the solid interlocking design of MIGUTRANS ensures a smooth rolling surface while attenuating sound and handling transient floor loads.

Make MIGUTRANS the basis of design for your floors. Visit the MIGUTRANS HIGH-POINT-LOAD JOINT index at emseal.com.

About EMSEAL

EMSEAL is the leading manufacturer of premium sealants and expansion joint systems for the commercial construction industry as well as for numerous gasketing applications in specialty market applications. The company has operated out of locations in the Greater Toronto Area in Canada and the Northeast United States for over twenty-five years. For more information call 800-526-8365 or visit the EMSEAL corporate website: www.emseal.com.